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Graph theoretic methods are used to analyze a problem concerning periodically recurring 
events that has applications to transportation efficiency. Bounds on the optimum, results on com- 
plexity and an algorithm for the solution are obtained. 

1. Introduction 

This paper concerns the scheduling of periodically recurring events. The problem 
is to maximize the minimal distance between consecutive events. Consider, for 
example, the following problem concerning the efficient scheduling of trains. 

Problem 1.1. Trains depart from a Central Station to n destinations. For destination 
i, 1 I is n, consecutive trains depart every mi minutes where mi is integral. At what 
times should the departures of the trains be scheduled so that the minimum time in- 
terval between consecutive departing trains is maximized? (The departure times need 
not be integral.) 

Example 1.2. Consider the case n = 3 and suppose that trains leave every 6, 4 and 
3 hours, respectively, for the three destinations. Hence ml = 6, m2 = 4 and m3 = 3. 
Schedule the departures of train 1 at times 0,6,12, . . . ; train 2 at times +,$f, . . . ; 
and train 3 at times 1,4,7, . . . . Then the minimum time interval between consecutive 
departing trains is + hour. This cannot be improved. 

Problem 1.1 is solved explicitly by Burkard [3] for the case n = 2 and for arbitrary 
n, but with at most two distinct values mi. Burkard attributes the problem to 
Guldan [S], who, in turn, attributes it to Cerny [4]. In [4,5] the problem is stated 
as follows: How should regular pi-gons, i= 1,2, . . . , n, be inscribed in a circle so as 
to maximize the distance between the closest vertices on the circle. In [3] the 
max-min polygon problem is generalized to minimizing the objective function 

where k is the total number of vertices on the circle; yi denotes the distance between 
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consecutive vertices on the circle; and p is a fixed real parameter with -OO sps0 
or 1 sps go. The original problem, that of maximizing minlSilkYi, is the special 
case p --, --oo. In [l] this problem is further generalized to polygons that are not 
necessary regular. In that paper Brucker, Burkard and Hurink obtain an algorithm 
based on a decomposition of the set of all schedules into local regions in which the 
optimization problem is convex. This is analogous to Guldan’s original algorithm 
[5] which characterizes local regions by an acyclic graph and solves the local pro- 
blems by longest path computations. Our approach to Problem 1.1 is somewhat dif- 
ferent. 

Consider Problem 1.3 below which involves a notion similar to the cocycle of a 
graph. For a natural number m and real x, let lxjm denote the distance from x to 
the closest multiple of m. This acts like an absolute value modulo m. For example 
/2/5=2= 1315. 

Problem 1.3. Let (V, E) be the complete graph with an edge labeling c : E + IN by 
natural numbers. For any vertex labeling g : Y* IN, let Sg : E* IN be defined as 
follows: if e= {i,j}, then &g(e)= /g(i)-g(j)l,(,j. Find max, min,,E8g(e), where 
the maximum is taken over all vertex labelings g. Also find a function g that realizes 
this maximum. 

Example 1.4. For the graph 

the maximum is 1, and the function g(1) = 0, g(2) = 1, g(3) = 2 realizes this maximum. 
It is a consequence of results in Section 2 that this solution to Problem 1.3 yields 
the solution to Problem 1.1 in Example 1.2. 

For n = 2 or 3, explicit solutions to Problem 1.1 are easy to obtain (Lemma 2.6 
and Theorem 3.2). In general, however, it is not even obvious that Problem 1.1 is 
discrete. On the other hand, Problem 1.3 is finite because the values of the function 
g can be assumed, without loss of generality, less than the least common multiple 
of {c(e) 1 e E E}. It is shown in Section 2 that Problem 1.1 is also finite (Theorem 
2.5) and that it can be reformulated in the form of Problem 1.3 (Theorem 2.7). This 
yields an algorithm to solve Problem 1.1. As opposed to the algorithms of Guldan 
and of Brucker, Burkard and Hunrink mentioned above, the integrality of the op- 
timum in Problem 1.3 allows for a straightforward search. We show in Section 4 
(Theorem 4.1) that Problem 1.1 is NP-complete with respect to input n. Therefore 
the best that can be expected is a reasonable algorithm for small values of n. For 
a fixed n, our algorithm is polynomial in m = max mi. General upper and lower 
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bounds are given in Section 3 for the optimum in Problem 1.1, some in terms of 
graph chromatic number. 

2. Schedules and graphs 

Assume that events E i, . . . , E,, occur periodically with periods ml, . . . , m,, respec- 
tively. Let Xi denote any occurrence time of Ei. Since Ei recurs at intervals mj, it 
may be assumed that Osxi<mi for all i. All the other occurrences of Ei are unique- 
ly determined by Xi and are given by xi+ kmi, k an integer. Therefore an n-tuple of 
times x=(x,, . . . . x,,), where xi is any occurrence time of Ei, determines all occur- 
rences of all events. In Problem 1.1, xi is any departure time of a train to destina- 
tion i, and x determines the complete schedule of trains. Let dJx, y) denote the 
least distance between an occurrence of event Ej and an occurrence of event Ej for 
the pair x = (x, y). Then Problem 1.1 asks for max, min rsi<jsn &(xi, Yj), where the 
maximum is over all possible n-tuples x = (xi, . . . , x,). The notation gcd and lcm will 
be used for greatest common divisor and least common multiple. 

Lemma 2.1. With notation as above d#, Y) = IX-J&~, where mii=gcd(m,, mj). 

Proof. Without loss of generality, take i,j to be 1, 2, respectively. The possible 
intervals between times x1 + klm, of event El and x2 + k2m2 of event E2 are of the 
form (xi -x2) + (kl ml - k2m2), k,, k2 integers, which is the same as (xi -x2)+ 
gcd(m,,m2)k, k integral. Cl 

Problem 2.2 (Problem 1 .l reformulated). Find max, min r=i<jsn dG(Xi,Xj) and a 
point x=(x,,..., x,) that attains this maximum. 

That this maximum is actually achieved can be seen as follows: Define a function 
fcq, . . . . x,) = mini =i<jsn dv(Xi,Xj). NOW do(x, _Y) is periodic of period gcd(mi, mj) 
in each variable; hence f is periodic of period mi in the ith coordinate. So f can be 
regarded as a function from T, = S1 x S1 x ... x S1, the product of n copies of the 
l-sphere, to the reals IR. It is clear that f: T, + II? is a continuous function on a 
compact set. Therefore there exists at least one point x that maximizes f. 

The value maxX min rli<jcn C?G(Xi,Xj) will be denoted M(m,, . . ..m.) and will be 
called the optimum for Problem 2.2. A point x =x(ml, . . . , m,) that attains this op- 
timum will be tailed an optimum point. An optimum point corresponds to an op- 
timum schedule in the example of train. scheduling. Usually the range of max and 
min will be clear and, in this case, they are omitted. 

For any point x=(x1,..., x,), define a directed graph G(x) =( V, E) as follows: 
V={1,2,..., n} and there is an arc (i, j) E E, directed from vertex i to vertex j, if 

(1) do(Xi,Xj) =min do(Xi,Xj), 

(2) for Xi<Y<Xi+d~(Xi,Xj) we have d~(Y,Xj)<d~(Xi,Xj). 
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In terms of scheduling trains, condition (1) says that the minimum interval between 
consecutive trains is realized between trains to destinations i and j. Condition (2) 
says that slightly increasing the times of trains to destination i causes the minimal 
interval between consecutive trains for destination i andj to decrease. Note that con- 
dition (l), by itself, implies the existence of an arc joining vertex i and vertexj. Con- 
dition (2) then determines the direction of this arc. 

Lemma 2.3. For any point x there is a point y such that G(y) is a connected graph 
and min do(yi, yi) = min d&,xj). 

Proof. Denote f(x) = min do(Xi,Xj). Proceed by induction on the number of com- 
ponents of G(x). Assume G(x) is disconnected and let Go be a connected compo- 
nent of G with vertex set Vc. Then for any Jo Ve and ktz V- V0 it holds that 
djk(Xj,xk) >f(x). Uniformly increase all values of xi, ie Ve, until the first occur- 
rence of djk(Xi,xk) =f(x) for some Jo Ve and kc V- V& This eventually occurs 
because the values of the d,,(xi,xj) remain unchanged for i, j in Vc, and eventually 
djk(Xj,xk) decreases to f(x) for some jrz Vc and ke Y- VO. This introduces an arc 
joining vertex j to k, therefore decreasing the number of components of G. 0 

Lemma 2.4. If x is an optimum point, then G(x) contains a directed cycle. 

Proof. Denote f(x) = min du(Xi,Xj). Assume G contains no directed cycle. Then 
there exists a vertex ii with outdegree = 0. Removing it and repeating this argu- 
ment, gives an ordering of the vertices (i t, . . ..i.,) such that, for allj, outdegree( 
in the subgraph induced by vertices (4, . . . , in}. In other words, there is a set of 
rooted trees which span G and with all edges directed away from the respective 
roots. Starting at the leaves and working toward the roots, slightly increase the value 
of the xi. More precisely let yii = xi, + e/j. Then for sufficiently small E > 0, we have 
du(yi, yj)>du(Xi,Xj) for all arcs (i,j) in G, and do(yi, yi)>f(x) for all (i,j) in the 
complement of G. But this implies that f(yl, . . . . y,)>f(x,, . . ..x.), contradicting 
the maximality of x. Cl 

Theorem 2.5 below implies that Problem 2.2 can be solved by a finite search. In 
particular, it says that there exists an optimum point whose coordinates are rational 
numbers with bounded numerators and denominators. 

Theorem 2.5. There exists an integer (r, 1 I(YS~, such that the optimum 
M(m,, . . . , m,) and an optimum point x=(x,, . . . ,x,,) are of the form 

Mm,, . . . , m,)=bgcd(ml,...,m,)/cz, 

Xi=ai/lZ, 

where the ai and b are integers and 0 5 ai< ami for all i. 
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Proof. Denote f(x) = min dV(xi,Xj) and let x be a maximum off. Then by Lemma 
2.4, G(x) contains a directed cycle. Also by Lemma 2.3 we may assume, without 
loss of generality, that G(x) is connected. Each arc (i,j) in G(x) implies, by Lemma 
2.1, the existence of an integer q such that 

(1) 

Let i ,, . . . , ia be a directed cycle in G. Then apply (1) consecutively to each arc of 
this cycle and sum these equalities to obtain af (x) = r gCd(mi,, . . . , mi,) or 

f(X) = r gCd(mi,, s s s 3 m,)/a (2) 

for some integer r. This proves the first statement in the theorem. 
There is no loss of generality in taking x1 = 0. Let jr,&, . . . , jp be a path (not 

necessarily directed) from vertex 1 =j, to vertex k=jp. Then for 1 ~s<p, 

xjS+, =Xjs + q gCd(mjs, mj,,,) + f (x) for some integer 4. 

Use this formula successively for each vertex along the path and sum to obtain 

Xk = a gcd(mj,, * * * 3 mjp) + bf (X) (3) 

for some integers a and b. From equations (2) and (3) it follows that each xk is of 
the form ai/o, where ai is an integer. The bound 05 ai< omi follows because we 
may assume OlXi<mi. Cl 

Theorem 2.7 below shows that a solution to scheduling Problem 1.1 or 2.2 can 
be expressed in terms of solutions to the Graph Problem 1.3 in the introduction. 
A lemma, which solves Problem 2.2 in the case n=2, is needed. 

Lemma 2.6, M(m,, m2) = + gcd(mr, m2) and x(m,, m2) = (0, + gcd(m,, mz)). 

Proof. Lemma 2-l implies that M(ml, m2) I+ gcd(m,, m2). We get equality by con- 
sidering the particular point x given in the statement of the lemma. 0 

Consider the complete graph (V, E) on vertex set V= { 1,2, . . . , n} with edge label- 
ing c:E* IN. With notation as in Problem 1.3, let M(~)=max~rnin(~,~) Sg(i,j) 
denote a solution to Problem 1.3 for the edge labeling c. The relation between the 
solution M(ml, . . . , m,) to the Scheduling Problem 2.2 and solutions M(c) to the 
Graph Problem 1.3 is stated in Theorem 2.7. 

Theorem 2.7. Given integers mi, 1 I is n, let c&i, j) = a gcd(mi, mj). Then 

Mml, . . . , m,)=m~l..,, WaNWc,). 
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Proof. Let mti = gcd(mi, mj). For any integer a, 

Imax min IXi-XjI,ii=M(aml,...,crm,)=aM(mI,...,m,). 
x lLi1 

The inequality above results because, given g, there is a point X on T, defined by 
Xi=g(i), i= 1,2, . . . . n. Therefore M(m,, . . . . m,) 2: max( l/a)M(c,). To prove equali- 
ty, let (x,, . . . . x,)=x@+, ..,, m,) be an optimum point and let (Y be an appropriate 
integer as guaranteed by Theorem 2.5. Then crx(mt, . . . ,m,) =x&m,, . . . ,amn). 
Define a function g : V-, N by g(i)=q. Then 

cwM(m,, . . . , m,)=M(am,,...,am,) 

=minloXi-oXjI,,,=minlg(i)-g(j)l,,,SM(C,). 

Thus M(m,, . . . , m,)c(l/a)M(c,). Cl 

Remark 2.8. In computing M(c,) = max, min(i,jl Sg(i, j) it may be assumed that 
0 I g(i) < omi for all i. This is because g(i) is considered only modulo gcd(omi, omj) 
for values of j# i. Thus g(i) can be considered modulo lcmj a gcd(mi, mj), which 
divides omi . 

Example 2.9. Consider the case n = 5 and ml = 10, m2 = 21, m3 = 22, m4 = 35 and 
mS = 33. Using Theorem 2.7, the relevant graph for Problem 1.3 is in Fig. 1. It is 

a 

Fig. 1. Graph for optimization problem. 
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easy to check that M(q) =0, M(c2) =0, M(q) = 1, M&q) = 1, M(q) =2. Hence 
M(10,21,22,35,33) =max(l/a)M(c,)=M(cs>=~, and the optimum is attained at 
the point (0, *, 4, $, %). 

3. Bounds 

It is not difficult to solve Problem 2.2 explicitly for n = 2 and 3. Lemma 2.6 does 
it for n = 2; Theorem 3.2 below does it for n = 3. Theorem 3.2 is also stated, but not 
proved, in [3]. 

Lemma 3.1. If the mi are pairwise relatively prime, then M(ml, . . . , m,) = l/n and 
this optimum is attained at the point x= (0,1/n, 2/n, . . . , (n - 1)/n). 

Proof. With the notation as in Theorem 2.7, c(i, j) = a for all i, j because the mi are 
relatively prime in pairs. If a<n, then there exist i,j such that g(i)=g(j)(mod a), 
which implies that 6g(i, j) = 0 and M(c,) = 0. If a = n, then again Sg(i, j) = 0 for 
some i, j unless the g(i) are the distinct integers modulo n, in which case M(c,) = 1. 
By Theorem 2.7, M(m,, . . . , m,) = max(l/a)M(c,) = l/n. 0 

Theorem 3.2. Denote mf= mi/gcd(mr, m2, mj), i= 1,2,3. Then 

gcdO% m m3), if the mf are pairwise 

M(m,, m2, m3) = relatively prime, 
1 min gcd(mi,mj), otherwise. 

lsicjs3 

Proof. The first part follows, after scaling by gcd(m,,m2,m3), from Lemma 
3.1. Let (mi, mj) = gcd(mi, mj). For the second part, + min(mi, mj) is an upper 
bound for M(ml,m2,m3) by Lemma 2.6. To see that this upper bound can be 
achieved, assume, without loss of generality, that t(ml,m2) is the minimum. Since 
((m;, m;), (m;, m;)) = (m;, m;, m;) = 1, let s and t be integers such that s(m;, m;) - 
t(m$m;)= r~m;,rn~)l. Let r=2t(m&m;)+2(m;,m;)+e where E is 0 or 1, 
depending on whether (m;, m;) is even or odd, respectively. Then use Lemma 2.1 
to check that x = (0, sml, m2), *r(ml, m2, m3)) realizes the upper bound except in 
the case (ml, m2) = (m2, m3). If this occurs, then (ml, m2) 1 (ml, m3), but (ml, m3) # 
(ml, m2) because (m;, m;, m;) = 1. In this case x = (0, +(ml, m2), (ml, m2)) realizes the 
upper bound. Cl 

Computing explicit formulas becomes complicated for n B 4. In the remainder of 
this section general bounds are obtained for the optimum solution to Problem 2.2. 
The first result follows directly from previous results. The second result is an im- 
provement on the upper bound. 
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Corollary 3.3. 

(l/n)gcd(mr ,..., m,,)lM(m ,,..., m,)=t,_~~~=~gcd(mi,mi). 
< 

Proof. The lower bound is immediate from Theorem 2.5. Also, for any point 
x=(.q, *.., x,.,) and any 1 ~icj~n, M(m,, . . . . m,) 5 M(mi, mj). The upper bound 
now follows from Lemma 2.6. 0 

For Example 2.9, Corollary 3.3 gives bounds fz~M(10,21,22,35,33)zS~. Recall 
that the actual optimum is f. The estimate in Corollary 3.3 is tight in that both 
bounds are attained. For example, it is easy to check that ml =m2= *.* =mn = 1 
gives the lower bound with x=(l/n,2/n,3/&...,1), and ml, m2=m3=-..=m,, 
gcd(m,,mz)= 1, m2zn- 1, gives the upper bound with x= (+, 1,2, . . . , n - 1). How- 
ever the difference between the upper and lower bound may be large. 

An improvement in the upper bound in Corollary 3.3 can be obtained by using 
the chromatic number. Let K, be the complete graph on n vertices where edge {i, j} 
is labeled gcd(mi,mj). For an integer k, let Gk be the subgraph of K,, consisting of 
only those edges of K, labeled k. Note that if m = max mi, then 1 I kl m. Further, 
let x denote the chromatic number of a graph, i.e. the minimum number of colors 
needed to properly color the vertices. 

Theorem 3.4. Given natural numbers ml, . . . , m, and m = max mi 

k 
Mml, . . . , m,)< min 

Isksm X(Gk)- 1 * 

Proof. Given a subgraph H of K,, , consider the generalization of Problems 2.2 and 
1.3 where the minima are restricted to only those edges in H. Thus M&m,, . . . , m,) 
denotes the solution to Problem 2.2 where only the intervals between those 
pairs of trains corresponding to edges in H are considered. Similarly MH(c)= 
max, min(i,j) ,=HSg(i, j) denotes the solution to Problem 1.3 for H. Then the 
arguments of Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 and Theorems 2.5 and 2.7 all carry through 
without change to show that MH(ml, . . . , m,) = (l/a)max &I&,). Hence for all k, 

Mmb..., mn)=MGk(m19 . . . . m,) = max( 1 /a)kfG, (c,) 

= k max(l/@)MG,(c& 

where c,(i, j) = ka and ci(i, j) = a, respectively. Now it is sufficient to show that 

(l/o)Mo,(ci)< L/(x(Gk)- 1) for all CY. 

By way of contradiction, assume that &fo&$)~o/(~(Gk) - 1) for some a. Then 
there exists a function g : V --) N such that [g(i) -g(j)/,2 (Y/&(Gk) - 1) for all edges 
{i, j} in Gk. By reducing the values of the function g modulo (r, there is no loss 
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of generality in assuming that 1 (g(i)5 a for all i. Now &fine g’ : V-, N by 

g’(i) = rg(i)[(x(Gk) - l)/all. Then 1 rg’(i)SX(Gk) - 1. Also if q= (x(G,) - 1)/a, 
then 

I&(i) -gW = I rwol - rqg(.Ol I > Iw(i) - m)l- 1 

~4Ig(O-d&-- la 

So g’(i) #g’(j) for all eges {i, j} in Gk. Therefore g’ is a x(Gk) - 1 coloring of Gk , 
a contradiction. 0 

Example 3.5. Consider Example 2.9. In this case Gi = C,, G2= G3 = Gs = G7 = 
G, 1 = K2, where C’s is the Scycle and Kz is the complete graph on two vertices. 
Hence M(10,21,22,33,35)<minkk/(~(Gk)- l)= l/(3- l)=t. It is known by 
Theorem 2.5 that M(10,21,22,33,35) is rational with denominator I 5. The largest 
such rational elss than t is I. Therefore M(10,21,22,33,35)~$. Recall that the 
actual optimum is 5. The upper bound t of Corollary 3.3 is not as accurate in this 
example. 

4. Complexity 

In this section it is proved that Problem 2.2 is NP-complete with respect to 
input n (the number of trains). Then an algorithm, based on Theorem 2.7, is given 
that is fairly efficient for small values of n. In proving NP-completeness, the two 
relevant problems are stated in their decision form, MAX-MIN and GRAPH 
COLORING. The proof exhibits a polynomial transformation from MAX-MIN to 
GRAPH COLORING. 

MAX-MIN. Given natural numbers m i, . . . , m, and a real number /I, is it true that 
M(mi, . . ..m.)r/I? 

GRAPH COLORING. Given a graph on n vertices and an integer k, does there exist 
a proper vertex coloring with s k colors? 

Theorem 4.1. MAX-MIN is NP-complete. 

Proof. Let G be an arbitrary graph on n vertices. An instance of MAX-MIN is con- 
structed as follows. Choose natural numbers m 1, . . . , m, such that gcd(mi, mi) = 1 if 
vertices i and j of G are adjacent and gcd(mi, mi) 2 2n otherwise. This can be done 
by considering the maximal cliques Ci, . . . , C, in the complement of G. Let qi, 
15 ils, be integers r2n and relatively prime in pairs. For vertex i let Ai= 
(j IiECj} and let mi=JJjeA,qi. 

It is now sufficient to show that M(ml, . . . , m,) L l/k if and only if X(G) s k. 
Assume that G has at least one edge. (The case where G has n isolated vertices is 
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an easy exercise left to the reader.) First it is claimed that max, min(,jl dQ(Xi,Xj) = 

max,min~i,il.Gdii(xi,xj). Clearly the left-hand side is less than or equal to the 
right. To prove equality consider a point (x,, . . . ,x,,) realizing the maximum on the 
right-hand side. Since gcd(mi, mj) = 1 for (i, j) E G, it may be assumed, by reducing 
modulo 1, that Osxi<l foralli. Nowletyi=xj+2(i-1). Thepoint (yr,...,y,) has 
the following properties: 

(1) f<lyi-_Yj(<2n-l; 
(2) du(yj,Yj) =du(Xi,Xj) for all i and j adjacent in G; 
(3) do(Xj,Xj)< 1 sdo(Yj, yi) for all i and j not adjacent in G. 

The last inequality in (3) results from (1) and the fact that gcd(mj, mj)Z2n on 
edges in the complement of G. This proves the claim. Now assume that G has a 
proper k coloring c: V-, (0,1,2, . . . , k- l> and consider the point (yi, . . . , y,,) with 
yj = c(i)/k. We have 

MW,, -a-, m,) = max min dv(Xi,Xj) =max 
x {Ljl 

min du(Xj,Xj) 
x {i,j}eG 

= min [(c(i) - c(j))/kl I L l/k. 
{i,j}EG 

Conversely assume there is a point x= (xl, . . . , x,) such that min dg(Xj,Xj)Z l/k. 
Let yiExj(mOd 1) with OSY~C 1 and let c(i)= Lkyj J. Note that /xi-XjJ L I/k im- 
plies Iyj-Yjl> l/k for all i,j adjacent in G, because gcd(mj, mj) = 1. Therefore 
lkyj_kYjI L 1, which in turn implies that c(i)#c(j) if i and j are adjacent in G. 
Since 0 I c(i) c k for all i, the c(i) constitute a proper coloring of G with 5 k colors. 

q 

Remark 4.2. Theorem 4.1 shows that Problem 2.2 is NP-complete, but not that it 
is strongly NP-complete. In other words, MAX-MIN was not limited to those in- 
stances where the largest integer appearing in the problem is bounded by a poly- 
nomiai in n. For the instance of MAX-MIN constructed in the proof of Theorem 
4.1, the size of the iargest mi is, in general, exponential in n. This leaves open the 
possibility of a pseudo-polynomial algorith.l_ q 161, which solves Problem 2.2 in time 
bounded by a polynomial in n and m. We believe that Problem 2.2 is strongly NP- 
complete, and a proof would be of interest. 

Theorem 2.7 naturally suggests an algorithm for solving Problem 2.2. According 
to Theorem 2.7 and Remark 2.8: 

M(m,,...,m,)= max (1 /cr)M(c,), 
1sa5n 

where 
MC,) = max.&(x). 

X 

Here the maximum is over all points x=(xr, . . . ,x,) with Olxj<amj and 

(4) 

(5) 

LAN = min 
Isi<jsn 

IXj - Xj lamii, (6) 
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where mti = gcd(mi, mj). Let m = max{ mi }. In seeking a solution, it can be assumed, 
without loss of generality, that x0 = 0. To compute M(m,, . . . , m,) by (4), there are 
n values of (Y for which to compute M(c,). To compute M(c,) for a particular (Y 
by (5), there are at most (am)“-’ points x for which to compute f,(x). To calculate 
f,(x) for a particular a and x by (6), there are at most (4) pairs of integers, i, j, to 
try. Therefore at most 

=()(m”-‘n”+‘) 

time is required to solve Problem 2.2 by a complete search. If n is considered 
constant, then the complexity of the scheduling Problem 2.2 is polynomial in m. Of 
course, the constant and the degree of the polynomial may be large. On the other 
hand, it was shown in Theorem 4.1 that Problem 2.2, as a function of input n, is 
NP-complete. 

Remark 4.3. (1) The Euclidean algorithm computes all greatest common divisors 
mu in O(n* log m) time, where m = max mi. This is subsumed in the complexity 
estimate O(n”+‘m”-‘). 

(2) In formula (4) it is not necessary to check every value of (r between 1 and n. 
If the optimum occurs for a value of (r between 1 and L+z J, then it also occurs, 
by scaling, for a value of a between [$I and n. Therefore, only values of (Y 
between r+rl and n need be tried. This, however, improves only the constant in 
the complexity estimate O(n”+‘m”-‘). 

(3) The optimum can be estimated to within l/n by checking only the value a = n 
in formula (4). More precisely, it is always the case that 

M(G) 
-5M(m,,...,m,)< 

M(G)+ 1 
n n - 

The first inequality is clear and the second is a consequence of Theorem 4.4 below. 
In Example 2.9, n = 5 and @4(cs) = f. Therefore +=M< *. No fraction with de- 
nominator 1,3 or 4 lies within these bounds, and the only fraction with denominator 
2 that does is f. Therefore M=f or 5. (Recall from Section 2 that the optimum 
is +.) 

Theorem 4.4. For any integer a, M(ml, . . ..m.)<(M(c,)+ 1)/a. 

Proof. Let x=(x,, . . . . x,) be an optimum $oint. Define g : V-t IN by g(i) = LaXt J , 
1 sir n. Let mu = gcd(mi, mj). If c(i, j) = amu, then dg(i, j) = /g(i) - g(j)l,, . We 
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claim that Sg(i, j) > CU$(X~, Xj) - 1 for all i, j. By Lemma 2.1 it is sufficient to show 
that 

alX~-Xjl*,-I~~X~J-L~Xjil~~,'l~Xi-CIXjl~~,-IL~X~J-L~XjJlam,<l. 

But the stronger statement la - bI - I LaJ - LbJ I c 1 actually holds for the ordinary 
absolute value and any real numbers a and b. The claim implies that M(c,)> 
cwM(m,, . . . . m,)- 1. I7 
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